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Bulletin XXVI – Recent Acquisitions – December 2018
Cover art adapted from item 12

[01] [Astrid Proll] Freedom for Astrid Proll. London: Friends
of Astrid Proll, First Edition. 4to. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Fair.
[2], 13pp, [1], original paper covers, n.d. but probably 1979.
Covers browned and lightly water stained, especially to head
of upper cover and lower cover, small tear to head of upper
cover, numbers in ink to lower cover. Text lightly stained and
slightly crinkled, ring mark to page one, otherwise fairly clean.
Proll was a member of the RAF, who escaped to the UK but
was eventually arrested here and returned to Germany to fight
her case. She was sentenced to five and half years, but
released immediately as she had already served over twothirds of that time in German and UK prisons. BL and LSE only
in COPAC [003017] £30.00

[02] [Baader-Meinhof Group] Gesuchte Personen die der
Baader-Meinhof-Bande anghoren, mit ihr in Verbindung
stehen oder sie Unterstutzen. No Place: No Publisher, First
Edition. 4to. Unbound. Broadside. Good. Single sided printed
broadside, approximately 220mm x 300mm in size, n.d.
c.1973? Lightly browned, creased from old folds, couple of tiny
nicks to left hand side. The pictures of Baader, Meins, Ensslin
and Raspe have been crossed through in red (presumably
when they had been arrested rather then when they died as
Meinhof had died in 1976, though Moller had been arrested in
1972). Text roughly translates as "Wanted persons who belong
to the Baader-Meinhof gang, communicate with them or
support them", with "Beware of firearms!" to foot. Meins died
on hunger strike in 1974, the other three all died in dubious
circumstances at Stammheim prison in October 1977 [003001]
£125.00

[03] [Football Ticket Trade Catalogue] Catalogo De
Propaganda De Futbol 1944-45. Valencia: Ortega, 1944. First
Edition. 8vo (Oblong). Card Covers. Catalogue. Good. [18]p,
original card covers, approximately 275mm x 185mm. Covers
lightly foxed, slightly bumped to edges, title lightly foxed, the
last page of tickets also lightly foxed, otherwise fairly bright
and clean. With sixteen (four pages with four tickets) examples
tipped in. Trade catalogue for a printer, offering football ticket
printing in four 'classes' of varying types [002996] £125.00

[04] [German Political Ephemera] Mehr Als 80 Politische
Gefangene in Der BRD Seit 8 Mai 73 Im Hungerstreik. No
Place: No Publisher, 1973. First Edition. 64mo (Oblong).
Unbound. Sticker. Good+. Single sided printed sticker,
approximately 105mm x 70mm in size. Quite bright and clean.
Probably designed to be stuck on to lamp posts. The text
roughly translates as "More than 80 political prisoners in
Germany have been on a hunger strike since 8 May 73.
Against their social extermination = destruction by isolation
they demand: Equality of political prisoners with all other
prisoners! Free political information for all prisoners!". Eighty
prisoners, both members of the RAF and other sympathisers,
started their hunger strike on the 8th of May 1973; it ended on
the 29th June 1973, "largely due to fading public and media
interest" (See Passmore, The Art of Hunger: Self-Starvation in
the Red Army Faction, in German History Vol. 27, No. 1, pp.
32-59) [003016] £35.00

[05] [German Political Ephemera] Rote Hilfe - Solidaritat Ist
Eine Waffe!. No Place: No Publisher, First Edition. 16mo.
Unbound. Leaflet. Good. Single sided printed flyer,
approximately 105mm x 145mm in size, no publisher (probably
Rote Hilfe), place, or date (?late 1970's). Very slightly
browned, otherwise quite bright and clean. The text roughly
translates as "Red Aid - Solidarity is a Weapon!". Rote Hilfe
was originally affiliated with the German Communist Party
between 1924 and 1936, and in 1975 was reconstituted as a
support network for prisoners, especially for those like
imprisoned members of the RAF [003015] £25.00

[06] [German Political Radicals] Mit Haftbefehl gesuchte
anarchistische Gewalttäter verschiedener Gruppen. Bonn:
Federal Criminal Police Office, 1973. First Edition. 4to
(Oblong). Unbound. Poster. Very Good. Single sided printed
poster, approximately 420mm x 295mm in size. Quite bright
and clean. 'Wanted' poster of German political radicals,
including members of the Red Army Faction, Tupamaros
Munich, and the 2 June Movement. The text roughly translated
states "Arrest warrant sought anarchist perpetrators of various
groups. Any police department or the Federal Office of
Criminal Investigation, Department of Security Group BonnBad Godesberg, will take the advice. Beware of firearms!"
[003002] £150.00

[07] [London Mechanics' Institution] Membership Card for
London Mechanics' Institution. ill. Papworth, T.B. London:
No Publisher, 1854. First Edition. 64mo (Oblong). Unbound.
Membership Card. Good. Single sided engraved membership
card, approximately 110mm x 75mm in size. Lightly browned,
horizontal crease towards head just above the start of the
lettering, old repair to reverse across head, with name in ink to
reverse. An annual membership card, dated September 1854
to September 1855, for a Mr. G. Barnard. Engraved by S.
[amuel] Mitan after a drawing by T.B. Papworth. The London
Mechanics' Institution was founded by George Birkbeck in
1823, with the support of Jeremy Bentham and J.C. Hobhouse
amongst others, it was later named Birkbeck Literary and
Scientific Institution in 1866, and then Birkbeck College, and is
now part of the University of London [002995] £60.00

[08] [Patent Roller Pump] Improved Method of Raising
Water, By Rangeley, Dixson & Co.'s Patent Roller Pump.
London: Thorowgood, F., First Edition. Elephant Folio.
Unbound. Broadside. Good. Printed single sided broadside,
approximately 325mm x 415mm in size, n.d. c. 1818. Lightly
browned and foxed, lightly creased from old folds, minor
chipping to edges, especially bottom edge, but without any
loss to images or text. The printer was almost certainly F.
[rederick] Thorowgood, printing from 42 Wood Street,
Cheapside, London (fl. 1810-1834, see BBTI). Rangeley,
Doxson and Co. were based in Stone, Staffordshire, and their
partnership was dissolved in 1821 (Grace's Guide). Not in
COPAC. According to the manufacturers "the advantage of this
pump consists in its convenience and simplicity ... being

wrought by a rotary, instead of a reciprocating motion, (as in
the common pump) whereby it is constantly at work, raising
water with a continual stream, and not subject to loss of power
and waste of water ... which renders it pre-eminently adapted
to the draining of mines". They go on to add that "as a fire
engine, it will be found of great use, requiring little force, being
in a small compass and portable form ... It is adapted to waterworks, breweries, distilleries, soap manufactories ... also for a
forcing pump to supply cisterns or reservoirs for water
closets ... It is also capable of being constructed into a water
mill" [002991] £325.00

[09] [Political Ballad] A New Hunting Song. London: [Charles]
Paul, ?First Edition. 4to. Unbound. Ballad. Fair. Single sided
printed broadside ballad, approximately 190mm x 250mm, n.d.

c.1846? Browned, creased, damp stained and heavily chipped
with loss, though not affecting text, though the imprint has lost
a few letters due to being poorly printed. The printer was
[Charles] Paul, located at 18 Great St Andrew St. Seven Dials
(as here), noted as fl. 1845-1848 in the BBTI. Interesting
ballad, pro-Bonaparte and anti-Wellington, later mentioning the
Chartists Feargus O'Connor and John Frost in a favourable
light, and in between those two, Prince Albert, who the
balladeer notes "got a blooming Queen to dandle on his knee,
with thirty thousand pounds a year paid from this country". A
commonly used title, (so perhaps a well known tune), including
several other political or election related ballads, but seemingly
unrecorded, with no copies of this ballad in COPAC or in the
Broadside Ballads Online at the Bodleian catalogue [003010]
£50.00

[10] [Reward Notice] Two Guineas Reward. Whereas
Considerable Damage Has Been Done to the Plantations
Upon the Chopwell Estate Belonging to Thomas Thorp,

Esq., By Some Evil-Disposed Person or Persons Cutting
and Carrying Away Several Valuable Trees Growing
Thereon. Newcastle: W. & J. Bell, 1847. First Edition. 4to
(Oblong). Disbound. Ephemera. Good+. Printed single sided
reward notice, approximately 280mm x 225mm in size.
Browned, otherwise clean. The printers were the brothers W.
[illiam] and J.[ohn] Bell, the "sons of Thomas Bell,
commencing business in 1839 in the premises occupied by
their father and grandfather for nearly 50 years. While in
partnership the two were extensive second-hand book dealers
issuing annual catalogues, that for 1843 having 136 pages.
After their separation in 1848 W.J. Bell's business was greatly
reduced, his advertisements stressing stationary as his main
line of trade" (Hunt, The Book Trade in Northumberland and
Durham to 1860, page 13). Reward notice's were issued
earlier in the nineteenth century by private associations, which,
preceding the statutory compulsion to establish a police force,
"were private institutions, made up of local property-owners,
who came together to form an organization and raise a fund in
order to find, arrest, and prosecute, at common expense,
offenders against themselves and their property" (Philips in
Hay and Snyder, Policing and Prosecution in Britain 17501850, page 118). This is the first one I have seen where the
information was to be given to a policeman [002993] £75.00

[11] [Squatters Christmas Card] Struggle Greetings! Christ
Was Born a Squatter!. London: Maida Hill Squatters and

Tenants Assoc., First Edition. 32mo (Oblong). Unbound. Card.
Good+. Paper Christmas card, approximately 145mm x
105mm folded, n.d. c.1974? Slightly creased with small staple
hole to head. Text proclaims "No Evictions! Housing For All!
Take Over All Empty Properties! For A Crash Programme of
Public Building! Best Wishes...." and then in ink "Hi People,
Cheers, Piers" (probably Piers Corbyn, brother of Jeremy, who
was a prominent advocate for squatting and squatters). See
Chapter 11 in Anning et al, Squatting - The Real Story, for an
account (by Corbyn) of the Elgin Avenue squatters [003009]
£50.00

[12] Birga, Mm., Bouvier and Vermes. Poemes, Chants,
Dessins. Paris: Jack Petit, 1970. First Edition. 4to. Card
Covers. Poster. Very Good / Very Good. [32]p, original card

covers in original glassine. Very minor rubbing, otherwise
bright and clean [003005] £75.00

[13] Federal Bureau of Investigation. Wanted By FBI Patricia Campbell Hearst and Emily Montague Harris.
Washington D.C.: Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1974. First
Edition. Elephant Folio. Unbound. Broadsheet. Good+. Double
sided printed broadsheet, approximately 205mm x 400mm in
size. Very minor browning, very small piece of tape to rear
where sealed when originally posted, generally quite bright
and clean Effectively two separate 'wanted' notices with a
perforated strip, though here still joined, for Patty Hearst and
fellow SLA member Emily Harris. Hearst is by now described
as a 'self-proclaimed member of the Symbionese Liberation
Army' and her alias, 'Tania', is now also noted [003008]
£125.00

[14] Guevara, Ernesto Che. Episodes of the Revolutionary
War. Havana: Guairas, 1967. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good+ / Good. [6], 7-104pp, [16], original cloth in DJ. DJ
rubbed, slightly chipped to top edge, light staining to spine.
Edges of book lightly dust stained, text quite bright and clean.
Guevara's account of the Cuban Revolution [003007] £35.00

[15] Marshall, Alfred. Money, Credit & Commerce. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1929. Reprint. 8vo. Hardback. Good+ / No
Jacket. xv, [1], 369pp, [3], original cloth., title, author and
publisher in gilt to spine. Very slightly rubbed to extremities,
text block lightly browned, booksellers ink stamp to front
pastedown and foot of ffep, previous owners name and
address in ink to ffep, text quite bright and clean [003004]
£30.00

[16] Pigou, A.C. The Theory of Unemployment. London:
Macmillan and Co., 1933. First Edition. 8vo. Hardback.
Good+ / No Jacket. xxv, [1], 319pp, [1], original cloth, title,
author and publisher in gilt to spine. Very slightly rubbed to
extremities, light dust staining and foxing to head of text block,
very light foxing to fore edge of text block, previous owners
name and address in pencil to ffep, a few spots of foxing to
first few pages and a few pencil lines to margins of text,
otherwise quite bright and clean [003003] £200.00

[17] Smith, Adam. An Inquiry Into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations with a Life of the Author. London: J.
Maynard and F. Zinke, 1811. Reprint. 8vo. Half Calf and
Boards. Good. Three volumes complete - Volume One - lxxi,
[1], 360pp; Volume Two - vi, 514pp and Volume Three v, [1],
448pp, [50]. Near contemporary half calf and shell patterned
marbled paper over boards, smooth backs, divided into six
panels by gilt single rules, leather title label to second panel.
Minor loss to spine ends, especially head of volume one,
minor splitting to joints, especially front joint of volume one, but
holding well, some minor abrasions to spine of volume three,
light bumping to board edges. Internally lightly browned,
previous owners name to front pastedown, but otherwise
clean. Previous owners bookplate to front pastedowns
(Fothergill). The life of Smith is by Garnier, who translated
Smith into French. Tribe 102; Einaudi 5333 [003000] £850.00

[18] United States Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Wanted Poster - Symbionese Liberation
Army. Washington D.C.: Federal Bureau of Investigation,
1974. First Edition. 4to. Unbound. Broadsheet. Good. Double
sided printed broadsheet, approximately 200mm x 265mm in
size. Small tear to head, creased from original folds where
posted out, very lightly browned, otherwise quite clean.
'Wanted' broadsheet sent to doctors in the US, the reverse has
a short list of the medical problems suffered by two members
of the Symbionese Liberation Army (Camilla Hall and Nancy
Perry), and advises doctors that "these individuals are
considered armed and extremely dangerous". Patricia Hearst
is described as a "material witness" [003006] £125.00

